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released by rapper asap ferg, his selection of new level shows a distinctly different side to him, as he crafts his own collection of immersive tracks, that embraces his deep, bubbling roots as a genuine old school street hustler. it must be said that this is fairly evident in his work with future, as he was
already a revered emcee when it came out that he had directed a video for future. this was no surprise however, as ferg has always been a creative hustler, and could perhaps be classified as a yooper.the standout on this new rap release is ferg's iconic voice, as he spits his ever changing flow over a
rhythmically magnificent production. this is a track that the masses will get down with for a long time, as it utilises a distinctly minimalistic build up, with a bassline that is void of any clutter. the production also takes a more ambient stance in it's use of space, which is where the constant change of the
music comes in, which can leave the listener somewhat engrossed, knowing that he or she will never be able to predict what's going to come next. with its impressive cast of collaborators and unique visual, the video takes a back seat to the real star of the show: the song. and while its two singles have
been solid contributions to the a$ap rocky catalog, it is the breathtaking new level remix that finally legitimises its success. with this track, i have had the pleasure of bringing a part of harlem to life. watching the video was like going back in time and ive been in a nostalgic mood since watching it, ferg
added. i couldn't be happier with the finished product, ferg said.
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the rising harlem-based rapper, born felton haynes, is also set to team up with juice wrld and rich the kid this summer for the upcoming films slime city and a bad moms christmas. the tracks dropped just as ferg's "fuck up some commas" was set to appear on the nba 2k20 soundtrack. ferg's latest project
is still striving, which features a cover of drake's "controlla." a$ap ferg wowed fans last month when he dropped a freestyle over drake's drake-produced "in my feelings" that has since gone viral. the j. cole-produced cut dropped a couple of weeks ago. the song achieved the highest spot for a freestyle.

that meant the track earned the most streams of any freestyle (3.2 billion songs, by comparison, have been played on-demand). the song is currently no. 1 on billboard's streaming songs chart.  released back in november 2015, a$ap rocky and a$ap ferg have a track called new level. the single is the 6th
track off to come off his debut mixtape long live a$ap . check out the beautiful video for the track which features a$ap rocky and a$ap ferg. a$ap ferg and future came through la to check out a local comedy event titled cardboard (see video below). they also got the chance to meet a bunch of rappers who

rap about working as bag boys, according to an article on billboard.com . a$ap ferg is in the middle of his two-week headlining tour in support of his debut album long live a$ap on the columbia/grand hustle label. he stopped by our offices to get an interview and to do a bit of promo work, leaving in the
briefcase the autographed copy of the dvd he gave me, available here. 5ec8ef588b
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